Web Integrator From Red Oak Software, Inc.
Integrating Browser Applications With Any Other Application
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That’s where Web Integrator, from Red the developer connects through the URL supports all applications with an HTMLOak Software, can add so much value. and navigates through the application. based API, even applications not adherProviding seamless EAI and B2B capa- Web Integrator’s SDK captures these steps ing to HTML 4.0 standards, and probilities without requiring costly, propri- and creates a bi-directional interaction vides output capabilities in Java and
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matically integrates browser applications containing all browser interaction, with all
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prise. Web Integrator delivers a seamless, program can be incorporated immediately any EAI or B2Bi system, delivering
fully automated approach to integration, into any server-side application to control seamless integration of browser-based
enabling organizations to access Web and direct requests for data to and from the applications with any other business syslegacy applications non-intrusively. A key originating browser-based application, tem inside or outside the enterprise.
In its run-time environment, a Web
component of Red Oak’s Application transforming the browser into the source
Integration Framework, Web Integrator of information for new business systems. Integrator adapter knows how to receive
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Web Integrator’s code generation on the investments made in browserApplication Capture
facility provides Java developers with based applications, while delivering
Web Integrator makes it easy to inte- the opportunity to access, edit, and save EAI and B2B capabilities without an
grate browser-based business systems Web Integrator files. Method, class, and extensive and expensive infrastructure.
Prices for Web Integrator installations
with other applications through a creation wizards substantially simplify
straightforward capture and code gener- the process of creating Java objects for begin at $25,000. Web Integrator is availation process. The product automates captured application interactions. The able from Red Oak Software, 115 Route
access to any Web-based application greatest value occurs when Web 46, Suite F-1000, Mountain Lakes, NJ
and eliminates the need to code custom Integrator generates 100 percent Java 07046. Voice: 973-316-6064; Website:
interfaces or access the code (often pro- reusable objects that can be called by www.redoaksw.com.
— Philip E. Courtney
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